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Introduction
2012 International CES

Over 150,000+ visitors make this the largest trade 
show in all of North America (USA, Canada or Mexico). 
Since CES is on the rise, they will unlikely pay much at-
tention to the headaches and disallusionment of some 
attendees.

Photographers could find Manfrotto, Canon, Nikon, 
Sony, CELESTRON  at CES (CELESTRON offers tel-
escopes with which you can photograph the planets 
and the Moon). But some booths such as Sigma were 
effectively abandoned because the photo equipment 
component of CES was inadequately listed. The PMA 
portion was even worse (not well thought out), but at 

least most of PMA was in a single hall (albeit several 
miles from Canon, Nikon, Manfrotto, Gitzo, Sony, etc).

CES has huge potential, but had a lot of issues as a 
venue. If these issues can be recognized, addressed, 
and resolved, CES can avoid the fate that CNN and 
most major newspapers predict.

The present report is a review of the photography 
products at CES, but it was virtually impossible to find 
the booths with photography equipment because the 
expo was so huge you needed to walk for miles to find 
anything (I love exercise, the first day I hiked from the 
Mandalay Bay all the way to The Venetian (where 
PMA@CES portion of the expo was held). So I don’t 
mind the exercise, but I come to a trade show to write 

about digital imaging equipment. This equipment was 
totally lost, or better, buried, at CES.

Most major newspapers in the US panned CES 2012. 
While in the airline lounge going to and from CES, I 
had access to USA Today, Wall Street Journal, and the 
New York Times. Most had headlines dumping on CES 
for “losing it’s shine,” and especially for “having Micro-
soft drop out next year.”

Frankly I could not care less whether Microsoft drops 
in or drops out, and I would not waste even a second 
waiting in line to hear Steve Ballmer give the keynote 
lecture. Microsoft was a great business but how can 
you list them as a technology innovator in 2012? Long 
before Microsoft Word there were plenty of perfectly 

good word processing software products available; as 
a university kind of person I used Note Bene for years 
and there were plenty others (WordPerfect among 
them).

Microsoft is best for being calculating, callous, and 
clever: but zilch on innovation. So it is not the loss of 
Microsoft as an exhibitor that predicts the decline of 
CES, it is the many other aspects of CES 2012 that 
were simply poorly done.

FLAAR Reports has a separate report of

•  Everything that CES did poorly
•  Everything that CES failed to do totally
•  Suggestions how CES can improve (and hence sur-
vive; please realize the CNN predicted, clearly and 
directly, that CES will begin to go become irrevelant, 
bit by bit, starting from next year onward).

Plus this separate special FLAAR Report indicates eve-
rything that CES did well (yes, they did a few things 
nicely). The sad part is that what they failed to do is a 
much much longer list.

This separate report also itemizes everything about Las 
Vegas which helped make attending CES a memorable 
headache. We comment on whether Orlando, Chicago, 
or New York would help CES regain popularity.

CES
2012Las 

Vegas

Consumer 
Electronics 
Show

Will this expo implode, collapse or 
disappear as happened to COMDEX ?

Digital-photography.org

Nicholas Hellmuth
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PMA@CES exhibitor list

Up to 2008, PMA was an important photography equipment trade show. But by 2011 it had collapsed to the 
point that it failed to stage any exhibit that year. For 2012 they are trying to stage a come-back, by co-locating 
with CES.

During January last year (2011) the entire CNN news network (on the Internet) was filled with news before, dur-
ing, and after CES. It was tough to read all the PR releases day after day and not drool and desire to be pre-
sent next year.

Our interest is to find, review, and publish information about digital imaging equipment that can assist people 
around the world recognize which digital imaging technology can help them professionally and personally.

Sooo, here I am getting on an airplane to Las Vegas to spend two days at CES.

Main problem is that Las Vegas can’t handle the crowds

The airport itself did okay; except for the cab line. It was about five rows wide, each one snaking almost the 
length of more than half a football field. I would estimate the entire hike as easily two or more football fields.

I had no line to check in to my hotel since I booked the cheapest hotel on the Strip. No commercial company 
would send their staff to a hotel this unsophisticated. So there was nobody in front of me when I came in, and not 
one person when I checked out. Total tab was about $135 for two nights.

The TV set had one channel, Public TV. There was one 25 watt bulb in one lamp socket (so the room was dark). 
But hey, I used the room only to sleep, and I don’t need light in my room to sleep!

When I am in Singapore, or Dubai, or Johannesburg the hotels are 5-star, and since I flew about 273,000 miles 
last year alone, I have plenty of fancy hotel stays. Besides, 
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3D

I had wanted to see all the 3D cameras and 3D im-
aging software, etc, but I did not notice any focus on 
these, so I will wait for Photokina 2012 in the autumn. 
Plus since I had only two days available there simply 
was not time to see even a percent of the exhibits (out-
side PMA) because of all the time wasted trying to get 
between far-away halls. At least DRUPA and Photokina 
are each all in one single area (albeit you still have to 
walk several kilometers each day).

Photokina is also relatively well organized by having, 
for example, most strobe and flash studio lighting all in 
one hall. DRUPA is not as good with this and gives peo-
ple the impression they want to make you visit as many 
halls as possible so that each hall has traffic. But this is 
counter-productive. All exhibit booths of comparable 
products should be in the same hall. Every city in the 

USA has a row of auto sales companies, for example. 
So when you are shopping for the brand you prefer, 
you can also see alternative brands if you wish. This 
was missing at CES and is absent from most of DRUPA 
2008 (it is held only every four years).

Both CES and PMA missed out a lot by not having a 3D 
theme area; if they had one, it was invisible!  And the 
camera manufacturers were splattered around with no 
unified exhibit concept. Sigma was the best example 
of a camera manufacturer that was lost: it had a booth 
but that area was pretty much empty and lifeless.

The coordination of camera manufacturers within 
PMA@CES area (Venetian Hall D) and the Las Vegas 
Convention Center was zero. There was no usable pho-
to equipment guide (and the web site of PMA before 
the expo was not very helpful).

More than half the CES exhibit halls were dark; huge booths were literally in the dark. Whether this 
was a new exhibit style, or being eco-friendly by not wasting electricity, or was because the exhibit 
hall was gouging exhibitors with unreasonable fees for getting electricity, I have no way to know.

The result was that doing photographs of individual products was next to impossible without a flash. 
Sadly, the top-of-the-line Canon EOS-1Ds Mark III has no on-camera flash (for two reasons, they 
want to gouge you by forcing you to buy a stand-alone flash), and second, they assume a pro will 
not want a pop-up flash.

Yes, National Geographic has published my photos, as have Japanese coffee table art books, so 
most people would consider me a professional photographer. But I still find a simple basic pop-up 
flash really helpful on the camera. Yes, of course I have the top level Canon flash (and Metz flash 
units also), but the Canon flash unit has a cheap low-bid component that results in not making con-
tact with the batteries. So the Canon flash refused to function the entire two days at CES.

2012, the idea occurred to me that this is a great year 
for promoting the use of CELESTRON telescopes, spe-
cifically the ones that can facilitate taking photographs.

So I stopped at the booth and two CELESTRON people 
kindly discussed their products with me.

Two thousand years ago the Maya kept track of Venus, 
Mars, Saturn and of course the Sun and Moon. Indeed 
the Maya show in their art the rabbit that they saw in 
the Moon. Since my background at first Harvard and 
then Yale was the art history and iconography of the 
Maya civilization, I have worked with the Moon Rab-
bit, and the sacred peccary, turtle (Orion’s belt) and 
of course the Scorption. Since the main office of FLAAR 
Reports is in Guatemala we have familiarity with all of 
these creatures (indeed scorpions live in our office; in 
your country you may have cockroaches, here in tropi-
cal Central America we have scorpions).

A thousand years before Galileo Galile the Maya as-
tronomers of southern Mexico, Belize, Guatemala, and 
adjacent Honduras and El Salvador (following upon 
earlier knowledge inherited from the pre-Maya Olmec 
civilization) could predict eclipses and had a remark-
able knowledge of the sky.

Since 2012 is the infamous year of the end of the 
Maya calender, and as their calender is naturally 
based on celestial observations, what a great oppor-
tunity to learn about the telescopes and especially the 
potential to do digital photography through these tel-
escropes. So I am excited about the possibility to have 
a CELESTRON telescope available that can handle our 
21 megapixel Canon EOS-1Ds Mark III (that was pro-
vided for long-term review by Parrot Digigraphic).

I have no idea whether any competitors of CELESTRON 
also exhibited at CES. The brand name CELESTRON is 
the one I know best, so this is the only telescope booth 
that I stopped at.

Telescopes & Astronomy Exhibit

I have seen a Celestron booth at trade shows over the years, and I recognize Celestron as a popular brand name 
for serious aficionados of astronomy. But I must admit I have never had the time to stop and go inside their booth 
ever before.

But since the year 2012 is the year of the Maya calendrical predictions of the End of the World on Dec 21st, 
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Nikon, Canon, Sony, and Fujifilm

Since Sony makes more than just cameras it was not 
much surprise perhaps that the Sony booth was the 
size of Nikon + Canon all put together. Fujifilm had the 
smallest booth of any camera manufacturer (other than 
Sigma).

Kodak had a large booth but with them teetering on 
bankruptcy it’s tough to take their company, or prod-
ucts, seriously any more. Kodak has dropped, aban-
doned, or thrown away just about every good digital 
imaging technology it had: Kodak dumped Creo-Scitex 
scanners (the best in the world); Kodak dumped Leaf 
medium format digital camera backs (an outstanding 

technology). I have been to the Leaf factory in Israel 
and inside the Scitex scanner factory in Israel. Kodak 
was clueless how to handle this and abandoned these 
technologies.

South Hall 3, Upper Level, was labeled as “Digital 
Imaging” but none of what I could consider digital im-
aging was present: Kodak effectively offers not much 
more in the world of cameras today (since Nikon and 
Canon knocked them out of the pro market years ago). 
And Canon and Nikon were in the Central Hall, not any 
South Hall.

Nikon touted its new 4x.

Canon
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South Hall Lower Level

I never found the map for this.

Exhibits at the Hilton Hotel

Here were hundreds of small booths (the LVCC had 
mainly huge booths of giant companies; the Hilton had 
the 10x10 ft booths of endless Chinese start-ups.

Exhibits at The Venetian

The Venetian was more confusing than the Las Vegas 
Convention Center, in part because you first had to find 
the escalators. On some floors the escalators going up 
were nowhere near the ones going down!  Well done 
clueless architect.

The signage throughout The Venetian was non-existent 
or inadequate until you somehow hiked so many kilom-
eters that you ended up in an exhibit hall by pure luck. 
Once I found Hall D I ended up in PMA (which I discuss 
in a separate FLAAR Report).

What was confusing were the occasional camera deal-
ers in the CES portion of Hall D, and not in the PMA 
section (Venetian Ballroom). It was also a bit perplex-
ing to have to walk past a huge exhibit of Serta mat-
tresses in the CES hall that was in front of the PMA hall. 
One began to wonder what kind of trade show was 
this !

Once you found the PMA hall, and once inside, it was 
better organized than their lackluster web site offered 
any clue of.

Venetian Tower Exhibit Suites

Floor 29, Floor 30, Floor 31, Floor 34, and Floor 35 all 
had exhibits. No-way could I even have time to even 
look on a map to see what was there.  Too much to 
see elsewhere. Once I got back home I was relieved to 
find there was nothing crucial in these towers related to 
photography or printing.
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CNN predicts that CES will fail, and go 
out of business!
How can CES recuperate from all the 
bad publicity?

“First impressions” are what count. The first impres-
sion of probably 75% of the travelers was the endless 
queue waiting for a cab at the airport. In the separate 
FLAAR Report I list everything that really needs to be 
improved. Yes, 150,000+ people attended and this 
set a record. But tens of thousands of these visitors will 
never return because they found that either CES or the 
city of Las Vegas simply did not provide adequate 
infrastructure.

So if you are a trade show organizer, or exhibitor, or 
are tempted to visit CES in 2013, we provide a polite 
but blunt reality check which you can order via Credit-
Card by writing FrontDesk “at” FLAAR.org.  

The report is $320 and includes access to Dr Hellmuth 
by telephone if you wish to ask him questions in-person 
after reading his comments.

CNN comments:

Andrew Keen, a CNN contributor wrote,

So, in future, without Microsoft and Apple (and Ama-
zon, another innovative company that has never wasted 
its time in Las Vegas), it’s hard to avoid concluding that 
CES will -- like Best Buy - gradually but inevitably go 
out of business.

Like Best Buy, I suspect, CES has stood still over the last 
10 years while the world has radically changed. The 
future of this kind of event celebrating technological in-
novation is probably far far away from the ubiquitous 
clanging of Las Vegas’ slot machines. 

Just as all electronic hardware devices are becoming 
networked, so the future of CES is probably online, in 
the very networked world which is empowering our in-
creasingly mobile gadgets. There, at least, there won’t 
be any queues.

The CNN reporter started his review by commenting 
on all the time everyone wasted waiting in line, at the 
airport, at hotel check-in, trying to find a cab, waiting 
for a table at a restaurant. The separate FLAAR Report 
discusses this aspect in our separate report on how to 
rescue, and then improve, trade shows in general.
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Summary

I will give CES and PMA one more try, to see what 
their exhibitor list for CES 2013 and exhibitor list for 
PMA@CES 2013 is like. I don’t care that Microsoft is 
missing; but it is essential that high tech companies re-
main. It is essential that co-locating expos feel welcome 
and at-home in 2013.

I have over one million readers in the world of wide-
format inkjet printers and about 900,000 in photogra-
phy (our fine art site together with www.digital-photog-
raphy.org plus two new web sites: on photographing 
insects and birds (www.maya-ethnozoology) and a new 
one on photographing flowers, eco-systems, and panos 
of landscapes (www.maya-ethnobotany.org).

If you Google Maya ethnozoology  or if you Google  
Maya ethnobotany  we occupy most of the returns on 

the first page of Google (since we also cover photog-
raphy on our www.maya-archaeology.org)! 

We would like our readers to consider attending CES 
and PMA, but most people would not have the pa-
tience to put up with the endless queues, delays, lack 
of basic expo services (total lack of aisle-number-
identification banners), and total lack of coordination 
between co-locating expos.

But at least FLAAR Reports is not saying that CNN, 
FoxNews, and all three top US newspaper said: that 
CES is going downhill. CES has stumbled, and true, most 
expos refuse to change (and thus do indeed go out of 
business).

Look at the other once huge trade shows 
that went out of business!

COMDEX was a gigantic expo in Las Vegas.  How 
many expo managers lost their jobs when that trade 
show went into bankruptcy? Ten years ago COMDEX 
was riding a crest of popularity. COMDEX was the hot-
test expo of its kind in Las Vegas.

Seybold was a huge expo in San Francisco. How many 
people in that trade show company became unem-
ployed when the exposition branch of Seybold went 
belly up?

Gutenberg Festival went defunct. GASC bought the 
remnants (note; GASC is what attempts to keep Graph 
Expo afloat).

DPI went defunct. I can still remember DPI 2001 in 

Atlanta: L&P Digital Technologies launched their first 
UV-cured printer. DPI disintegrated a year or so later 
(L&P Digital Technologies lingered but went belly up a 
few years later because it unfortunately believed the 
hype about MEMS printheads).

And so on. Graph Expo today is only a shadow of its 
former self.

These expo companies simply ignored reality; they 
gouged exhibitors for simple basic services, and they 
failed to evolve. They assumed everyone loved their 
expo and would attend no-matter-what.

There are many great results of CES 2012, and I am 
sure CES 2013 will be worth attending. But this is the 
same thrill everyone had at Seybold ten years ago: it 
was growing and growing (in San Francisco). Yet a few 
years later the entire expo disintegrated totally.

http://www.digital-photography.org
http://www.digital-photography.org
http://www.maya-ethnozoology
http://www.maya-ethnobotany.org
http://www.maya-archaeology.org
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Why we at FLAAR are interested in 
writing articles 
about electronic equipment and digi-
tal imaging?

FLAAR is well known for the quality of its photog-
raphy and known for our FLAAR Reports that assist 
people across the USA and around the world to 
improve their photography. We start with photog-
raphy of plants, animals, art, architectural history, 
but expand to the rest of photography: such as 
panoramas of the landscapes.

We are especially dedicated to providing tech-
nical knowledge to anthropologists interested in 
Latin America. Obviously we assist students and 
professors and interested lay people around the 
world, but a major focus is pre-Columbian Mesoa-
merica.

Anthropology includes ethnography and archaeol-
ogy. Ethnography includes ethno-botany, ethno-
zoology, and ethno-everything-else. Archaeology 
includes iconography, epigraphy, architectural 
history. And thus museums are included, as well as 
national parks and research institutes and universi-
ties. So our audience is large (and growing), since 
there are not many other digitally-experienced 
organizations dedicated to providing assistance 
in a non-commercial manner. For example, all our 
reports on digital photography we provide free, 
at no cost to readers.

And in the case of Maya civilization, archaeology 
also includes their remarkable ball games with a 
large rubber ball: so we include sports and sports 
architecture (the monumental ballcourt at Chichen 
Itza, Yucatan, Mexico is but one example).

Since the Maya two thousand years ago were 
expert astronomers, the photography of the Moon 
and the planets and constellations is part of our 
goals. 

We have been interested in 3D scanning and 3D imaging for 
several years. Now that simple cameras can produce at least 
the appearances of a 3D image, we are even more aware of 
the worldwide interest of 3D imaging.

After having been in still-photography for more than 40 
years, FLAAR is gradually moving into HDSLR video. So a lot 
of the exhibits at CES are of interest to us (and to our many 
readers).

So we cover many applications of digital imaging that interest 
both scientists and also the general public.

Appendix A

Curious whether trade shows will bother to learn from history?

It is interesting that Wikopedia suggests that one reason that 
contributed (together with many other reasons) for the even-
tual collapse and bankruptcy of COMDEX is when COMDEX 
demanded “press credentials” and kicked out Press from other 
magazines and newspapers.

Following COMDEX Fall 1999 (in Las Vegas), organizers 
made major changes to their criteria for admission of me-
dia, rejecting nearly all but those who were on editorial 
assignment from a handful of “acknowledged” trade pa-
pers. Though it offered regular “public” attendance, this left 
hundreds of regular, long-standing press attendees from 
magazines and newspapers around the world with bad feel-
ings toward the show. As press credentials were necessary to 
gain the level of access necessary to make the expensive trip 
worthwhile, most refused to go and many told vendors that 
they would disregard product announcements made at or in 
relation to COMDEX.

A second FLAAR Report is available on the 
PMA portion (PMA@CES)

If you are interested in photography equipment, you can 
download this second report at no-cost. This separate report 
covers pertinent camera equipment manufacturers and distrib-
utors both at PMA and also in the CES exhibit halls.
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Subscription Levels
(may include Consulting if desired; the decision is yours)

Level 1: Keeping track of which brands and models of printers and which kinds of inks, are exhibited and launched 
when and where...

List Price = If bought individually, Subscription = If all bought at once
Benefits, Coverage, Contents List Price Subscription

Level 1A: (USA: Graphics of the Americas, ISA, GraphExpo, SGIA) Includes lists and 
documentation not in any other source on these printer expos $140 $62

Level 1B: (All USA + Brazil + FESPA Mexico) $262 $120
Level 1C: (China: D-Pes + Guangzhou + Shanghai APPPEXPO) $340 $210
Level 1D: (DRUPA) 4 days of printers of every size and shape; inks and media; we don’t 
use lullaby illusions if that is the style of the  PR releases; instead we provide a reality check $570 $420

Level 1E: (All mayor printer trade shows: North & South America, Europe [FESPA + 
Viscom + Reklama Moscow], Middle East, Africa) $566 $420

Level 1C+E: (North & South America + Europe [FESPA, Viscom, DRUPA, Reklama 
Moscow] +  Middle East + Africa + China [D-PES,Guangzhou, Shanghai APPPEXPO]) $1476 $1000

If you prefer to skip this Subscription, it is easy for you simply to attend all these printer expos yourself, or send your 
staff: Total travel distance: only about 200,000 miles, which is about XYZ, 000 kilometers. Your wife and family will 
never forget you being gone this often.

The airfare cost, hotels and meals: roughly $48,000 (economy class and economical hotels). If you need Crowne 
Plaza or above quality, and comparable dining level, your expenses to visit the same printer expos will be around 
$60,000: or, you can have all basic trade show printer lists + distributor lists for each pertinent country for a mere 
$3500. Or, trade  show info with no distributor lists for only $1000 (covers an entire year, world wide international 
expos).

All the above FLAAR Reports, 

covering the whole globe and an 

entire year,  list price $1476

 if bought one by one, 

by Subscription lower price, $1000

Level 2: Introductory printer lists for pertinent UV, solvent, latex printer trade shows, plus lists of distributors for wide-
format inkjet workflow products (Printers, laminators, inks, and substrates)...

Benefits, Coverage, Contents List Price Subscription
Level 2A: (North and South America UV trade shows printer lists and distributors) $1120 $620
Level 2B: (North & South America, Europe, Middle East, Africa printer lists and dis-
tributors) $3032 $1500

Level 2C: (China: UV-cured printers in China: D-Pes, Guangzhou, Shanghai APPP-
EXPO + worldwide) $4092 $2100

Level 2Da: (DRUPA + Distributors of mayor countries worldwide) $3930 $1200
Level 2Db: (DRUPA + FESPA Barcelona + Distributors worldwide) $4790 $2200
Level 2Dc: (DRUPA + FESPA Barcelona + CHINA + Distributors worldwide) $6090 $3100
Level 2D+: (DRUPA + FESPA Barcelona + China + Mexico + USA + Brazil + Europe + 
Middle East + Africa + Distributors) $6426 $3500
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Level 3: Tabulation of Specifications Level, plus trade show reports....
Benefits, Coverage, Contents List Price Subscription

Level 3UVA: (Korea + Taiwan UV Manufacturers and models) $840 $420
Level 3I: (ink North & South America, Europe, Middle East, Africa) $2178 $1200
Level 3UVA+: (All China UV printers + Korea UV printers + Taiwan UV printers) $2560 $1300
Level 3CP+I+M: (All Chinese UV printers + all Chinese inks and substrates) $2854 $1400
Level 3CP: (China Textile + China DX5,DX6,DX7 printers + China UV printers) $3180 $1500
Level 3M: (media & substrates North & South America, Europe, Middle East, Africa) $3236 $1500
Level 3UV: (world wide USA + Europe; All UV printers outside Asia) $4738 $2200
Level 3CE: (All inks + all substrates + all printers: UV, Textile, DX Epson printheaded; 
manufactured in China) $5124 $2500

Level 3Ia+M: (All inks + media & substrates worldwide) $5414 $2500
Level 3Ib+M: (inks + media & substrates + China: D-Pes + Guangzhou + Shanghai 
APPPEXPO) $8454 $4100

Level 3T: (Textile printers worldwide: USA + Europe + China) $8094 $4100
Level 3UV + Level 3T: (world wide USA + Europe; All UV outside Asia + Textile print-
ers worldwide: USA + Europe + China) $12,832 $6000

Level 3E: (Everything at list and tabulation level, including all China, plus all MEMS 
and all MemJet wide format printers) $21,286 $14,000

Level 4: Tabulation of Specifications Level, plus trade show reports + distributors around the world...
Benefits, Coverage, Contents List Price Subscription

Level 4I: (ink North & South America, Europe, Middle East, Africa + ink distributors) $3248 $1500
Level 4M: (media & substrates North & South America, Europe, Middle East, Africa + 
media distributors) $3476 $1500

Level 4CP+I+M: (All Chinese printers + all Chinese inks and substrates) $4164 $3200
Level 4Ia+M: (inks + media & substrates; North & South America, Europe [FESPA + 
Viscom], Middle East, Africa) $9494 $6000

Level 4UV: (world wide USA + Europe; All UV printers outside Asia) $7508 $4100
Level 4CE: (All ink + all substrate + all printers:UV, Textile, DX Epson printheaded 
manufactured in China) $7894 $4200

Level 4Ib+M: (inks + media & substrates worldwide + China: D-Pes + Guangzhou + 
Shanghai APPPEXPO) $13,534 $8000

Level 4T: (Textile printers worldwide: USA + Europe + China) $10,864 $6200
Level 4UV + Level 3T, (world wide USA + Europe; All UV outside Asia + Textile print-
ers worldwide: USA + Europe + China) $15,602 $9600

Level 4E: (Everything at list and tabulation level, including China, ALL DRUPA, 
Graphics of the Americas, FESPA Barcelona, Viscom, ME & Africa, ISA, SGIA, etc.) $24,056 $16,000
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Subscriptions Levels
Level 5: TRENDs Level, plus Tabulation of Specifications + all listed trade show reports (so EVERYTHING, but for those 
who do not need Distributor lists)...

Benefits, Coverage, Contents List Price Subscription
Level 5A: (Wide-format inkjet printer, inks, media TRENDs in USA: Graphics of the 
Americas, ISA, SGIA, GraphExpo) $11,702 $5100

Level 5C: (TRENDs level; every UV, DX, Textile, new latex-clone printers for China: 
D-Pes, Guangzhou, Shanghai APPPEXPO) $30,428 $18,000

Level 5EU: (TRENDs for all UV and related printers at all major European trade 
shows: FESPA, Viscom, Reklama, + all wide-format DRUPA, +MemJet) $18,964 $12,000

Level 5E: (Everything worldwide: UV + textiles + DX-printheaded + new latex-clones + 
MemJet + all ink chemistries + Media/Substrates + TRENDs) $38,678 $24,000

If you order a Subscription at Level 5E,  we will include all TRENDs reports for the 

entire world market areas from 2011 at no extra cost


